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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
mario quintero has contributed to the dictionary with 9 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cantina
site of certain reputation where attends libar liquor in the midst of tango and folk music.

castrante
Not only males, castrated are also females, by any means to avoid fertilizing or be fertilized. Thus CASTRANTE refers
to who or the media who stand to prevent achievement of objectives

encholar
When you throw something in the form of ring on a stake or pole and randomly

fantochear
When someone too boasts of what is or what has

perder hacha, calabaza y miel
It is not the axe but CHICHA. LOSING CHICHA pumpkin and MIEL.SE used to refer to when there is loss TOTAL, or the
risk is very ALTO.eJEMPLO.sI I take risks I lose CHICHA, pumpkin and honey

pifia
hiccup in lunfardo is synonymous with fantochear, bragging

quinba
the right thing would be t. and is used as a vulgarismo by grandparents to refer to the feet

soñar con benteveo
When is it very naive. Want to achieve objectives unattainable or with very little effort

tasar
make something


